An impulse triggers a movement, and that movement triggers a sequence. The sequence creates a pathway, and those pathways form a system. Structure forms around that system. That structure houses our perspective and perception. Values and ritual are what brings this house to life.
As an Indigenous choreographer and performer, following kinetic pathways in my body is an ongoing uncovering of personal and ancestral knowledge, and a discovering of the architecture that houses my own perception. This is what I strive for in my own work, and I support others to find this in their own work as well.
The Indigenous arts community continues to build on the body of contemporary work that has been created over the past thirty-five years, and, in doing so, patterns, nuances, and landscapes of Indigenous creative territory are being defined. In this reclamation, strength is found, but a great deal of it is used fighting systems that never wanted you to be able claim and inhabit space. Sometimes it feels as though there is very little energy left to make the art.
As an art worker, choreographer, performer, and accidental producer, I struggle with this reality with every grant I write, every show I pitch, every piece I try to tour. I am working within a larger, global construct of the performing arts that imposes its own values, and its own perspective, on me. As stated at the beginning of this article, all structures start from an impulse: but it is not from my body that this impulse is sourced, and it is not my values that are the foundation of our current arts community.
That is the conundrum. I am living in a house that does not have a room for me. I am not given a space to unpack my boxes, lay down my thoughts, and put my images up on the walls.
These structures we live in as art workers have to reflect our bodies, our values, and our relationship to power. They don't, so it is time to tear the building down and dismantle this tangled mess of representation, perception, and power in the performing arts and the continued struggle of diverse artists.
Inner world/outer art
The inner world is the world of your requirements and your energies and your structure and your possibilities that meets the outer world. And the outer world is the field of your incarnation.
-Joseph Conrad, The Power of Myth
The incarnation of one's inner world is a human birthright. Deeply embedded in this incarnation is being seen and acknowledged. The circle is complete, as Squamish elder and friend, Bob Baker says, when the act of witnessing makes the event happen. Nothing occurs if it is not witnessed. Performing artists take from their inner worlds, full of impulses, personal and collective cosmologies, and ancestral knowledge, and manifest them in the outer worlds as stories, images, dance, and song. And a vital part of this process is to be seen and acknowledged.
A recent Australia Council study revealed the continuing challenge Indigenous artists and Indigenous work face in being presented and being seen. On this topic, Deborah Stone states, "Mapping of programs by 135 Australian presenters found about 2 per cent of the 6000 works programmed in 2015 seasons was Indigenous.
[…] Two thirds of presenters did not present any work by Aboriginal or Torres Strait Island artists in 2015." The study goes on to identify the barriers that the presenters themselves identify. There were concerns about financial risk, about Indigenous work being "too serious," about "doing First Nations work wrong," and about disturbing Australia's underlying race issues.
Well, just take this study and plunk it down north of 60º and call it Canada.
So, hypothetically, according to this study, there would be no problem presenting Indigenous work if there was no financial risk, if all Indigenous work became slapstick or happy musicals, if one could do no wrong in presenting work, and if there were no underlying race issues in the country. That is depressing.
What is the real reason? A grasp of the bigger picture is needed to see the systems of belief and power that stigmatize the work
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topography. How can we collectively provoke change? Looking to the foundation of our present structure is a place to start. Collectively dismantling the foundational power of its narratives and values will make it all come tumbling down.
As artists, we are always in relationship to the dominant narrative, whether we are aligned with it or counter to it. Presenters too are in relationship with the same narrative, whether they uphold it or challenge it with their programming. The dominant narrative is the colonizers' bedtime story, and it is read to the generations. It instils entitlement and buries the extreme violence that is at the heart of its telling. It provides a structure that controls perspective and perception. It has created a structure that we live in called "Canadian society," and it has informed the architecture of the performing arts in Canada.
of Indigenous artists. We can continue to look at issues based on the fears and the concerns of presenters. We can try to defend our work and continue to coddle the notions of who they think we are as artists. Or we could stand strong in the centre of our artistic perspective and create from this place, no matter how scary, vulnerable, and difficult this may feel within the current structure of our arts community.
One can have an eagle's-eye view of the systems in place that shape our society and our arts community. These systems
Collectively dismantling the foundational power of its narratives and values will make it all come tumbling down.

Dismissing the experiences of "others" can be masked as an aesthetic choice, serving audiences, ticket sales, and the economics of it all. Essentially, it is a exercise of power that hides itself as such, while it silences the "other."
Upriver/downriver
The Latin root of narrative is narrativus: "any official or standard account or explanation, as of a sequence of related events" ("Narrative"). So an "official" account is a politicized tool that is reductive, silencing, and self-referencing and does not address complexity and diversity. In Canada, the dominant narrative has a hold on our cultural institutions, our funding bodies, and our arts organizations. It frames our understanding and our experience, and hoards power in service of maintaining the dominant narrative. This narrative is attached to power and money, and it serves the values of a capitalist/ patriarchal society. In this context, presenters become risk analysts rather than visionaries, and the performance space becomes a lucrative place for the power of the dominant narrative to play out.
The dominant narrative controls perception to serve its own purposes. The theatre is a site of this perception, and having control over this site is paramount to the maintenance and propagation of the dominant narrative. Being able to validate some experiences and dismiss others is at the root of the struggle for equity, representation, and power in theatre. Dismissing the experiences of "others" can be masked as an aesthetic choice, serving audiences, ticket sales, and the economics of it all. Essentially, it is an exercise of power that hides itself as such, while it silences the "other."
The notion that the work we do as Indigenous artists is a counternarrative is revealing in itself. One would think that Indigenous narratives would be the foundation that supports our Canadian society, like a river that keeps our canoe afloat. But the church and state, the settlers and the politicians, dammed up and rerouted this river, which had carved its way through the land for thousands of 
Perception
One's ability to perceive is tied directly to one's own physical and emotional capacity. Broadening one's inner capacity translates into a wider field of perception. I completed an intensive somatic training program through Laban/Bartenieff and Somatic Studies International. This training grounded me in my understanding of perception and gave me the ability to see and describe movement unlike I could before. Through this somatic training, I have invited this process into my life, a process that is liberating, yet terribly challenging at the same time. Through deepening developmental movement patterns, exploring the relationship between my inner life and the outer world, I am able to see how my impulses have turned into sequences, which have formed systems, which have structured my perception. I see how the bones and muscles are the architecture of me. I discover those aspects that were not structurally sound and discover the heart of this home that keeps the fire burning. But to change my perception, I had to go back to the impulses and try to find new pathways, which find their way into new structures.
Translating this concept into our arts community is essential. Art is about perception. The theatre is a dedicated space of perception. The field is narrow, elitist, and autocratic: dedicated to saving the dominant narrative's face. It is time to open up our inner capacity, so the stage can be a much larger and more magical space than it currently is.
If we truly want to widen the field of our perception, allow our theatre/performance spaces to be a place of transformation and inclusivity, the dominant narrative has to dissolve into the multitude of voices, stories, visions, and cosmologies that exist, allowing the stage to be a true reflection of the diversity of our society. Old arguments can no longer be the pillars that hold us up. Being wistful for change, but unwilling to leave the same brokendown house, does not move us ahead. As Jack Gray, Maori choreographer and performer, states, " [F] olding to the demands of the 'audiences' (read: non-indigenous) perpetuates the non-capacity to receive, expand, engage and learn from indigenous stories, epistemological and cosmological realities."
Building capacity (and not the grant-speak organizational kind, but emotional, physical, and spiritual capacity) is key in starting to shift the topographical landscape of the arts sector, a shift that creates a prominent space for Indigenous work to be seen, heard, and supported. To initiate this, we can embrace Floyd's proposal that theatre is the younger brother of ritual. The values that exist in ritual can hold human experience on a much larger scale. Ritual is healing and transformative. This is where the teachings are.
Aligning theatre with ritual is a bit sticky as theatre as ritual can be associated with therapy, not art. And I think it is important to make this distinction. Ritual does not bring therapy into the room, but it can bring healing. Ritual offers a container for us to engage with the larger images that organize themselves out of the chaos we call life. It offers perspective and a certain amount of safety. In theatre we create images, stories, and movements. What ritual has to teach mainstream theatre is that these words and movements resonate beyond the walls of the theatre: they reach our ancestors and the generations to come. And vice versa. The reach of our ancestors years. Upriver became down, and downriver became up. And no matter which direction Indigenous artists are going, we are always going against the current, pulling line and searching to find those old pathways. We know that this is the work: to recall, to reclaim, to trace back through those patterns in the landscape that are so deeply embedded in us. But the obviousness of the work to us does not change its magnitude, difficulty, or necessity.
Performance space
Ensuring the dominant narrative takes centre stage is the focus of many theatres, whether they realize it or not. Because they toe the party line, sing the colonial songs, and dance the status quo, these theatres are the most funded, supported, and seen.
When Indigenous artists walk into the theatre space, how does it shift? The dominant narrative and its proponents want to seal the space up tight, to retrace the lines of the status quo in the space over and over again. As Indigenous artists, we walk into the space carrying very different values and with the intention of unravelling and untangling. We offer a very different meaning of the word theatre. I am reminded of what friend and colleague Floyd Favel said to me once in the rehearsal room: "Theatre is the Always end with a story ... I was fortunate to lead the talkback session with Faustin Linyekula, after his performance Le Cargo at the PuSh Festival in Vancouver in 2015 . Faustin is a Congolese contemporary dancer and choreographer. After his stunning performance, the audience and I were all riveted by his thoughts about his work and his process. One audience member asked him what his perspective was on the place of the arts in community. I guess we were all ready to hear the standard answer that most artists give.
He started to talk about his latest project for his dance company. Ready to hear about how many dancers would be involved, what the concepts and trajectory of the new work would be, I was stunned when he said, "We are building a water treatment plant." The community in which he now resides does not have access to clean water, and it is his goal to gather the resources and knowledge to build a water treatment plant. He spoke of how people would gather at this place a few times a day, and if he were to build a studio connected to this gathering place, classes could be taught, dances shared, and work performed.
This thinking is visionary and has impact far beyond the walls of what we call the theatre. In Faustin's statement there is immense capacity to receive and give, and he challenges the edges that we use comes to us. This is why singing ourselves into the space, smudging, and feasting the ancestors happen alongside the lighting hang, production meetings, and blocking, as a matter of course.
Ritual transforms the space and removes the walls of the status quo. It gifts us the ability to connect with ourselves and with each other.
In my research as an activator and cultural facilitator, I witness time and time again the predisposition of all humans to FEEL something. To love, to belong, to cry, to remember, to want. I have seen the enormous potential of humans together, relearning their conditionings and finding the courage to open their hearts to the truth, to themselves, to others, and to their patterns and behaviours, which affect and impact all of us to some degree. (Gray) The proposal is for all of us-presenters, funders, producers, and artists-to let go of what we know in order to broaden 
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to define for ourselves as a community. When we challenge ourselves to look past the theatre walls that the dominant narrative has built, the field of perception becomes so wide and so clear. And when, as a community, we step into this expansive space, we see that there is room for all impulses, which will turn into sequences, which will form into structures. From this place, we can build a structure that is a shelter for all of us to share our stories, and challenge our capacities-a place where we can all weep, laugh, and feel.
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